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In the s, many small and medium sized enterprises SME in the US were urged to find innovative ways of
effective advertising with little marketing budgets. Furthermore, in Italy, the members of the company
Nintendo put into action a campaign in which they used post-it's to promote the Wii console. As stated before,
one guerrilla marketing conventional method that is used by many businesses is to provide fliers. One of them
is to provide offers to increase sales. Lee Jeans, a French company dedicated to the selling of jeans, promoted
the opening of their new store in rue des Rosiers in Paris. Another company, Boston's Kung-Fu Tai Chi Club,
chose the option of disseminating fliers instead of placing its advertisements on the newspapers. It must build
trust and support the customer's needs, and it must provide a product that delivers the promised benefits In
some cases, some street marketing may incite the ire of local authorities; such was the case in Houston, Texas,
when BMW's ad agency Street Factory Media in Minneapolis attached a replication, made from Styrofoam, of
a Mini-Cooper to the side of a downtown building. To win the competition for attention, many marketers
promote their products more aggressively by using more and more advertising activities Alsamydai et al.
Another instance is to present a fundraiser offer. The site can be then used to provide information and to
advance sales. Product animations This consists of personalizing a high-traffic space using brand imagery. For
example, Nike during the London Olympics created 'find your Greatness' spots where they featured athletes
from several locations called London but without showing the real London or referring to the Olympic games
which was intended to build a strong association between London Olympics and Nike. This kind of marketing
is purely focusing on taking the consumer by surprise, creating a greater impression and eventually leading to
buzz through word-of-mouth or social media platforms. It remains nebulous, however, whether guerrilla
marketing is a unique concept or just an attractive name for a diffuse set of heterogeneous instruments. We
point out the level different guerrilla instruments are able to achieve in these effects. Street marketing also
encompasses advertising outdoors, such as on shopping trolleys shopping carts, in the US , public toilets, sides
of cars or public transport, manhole covers, footpaths, rubbish bins, etc. During the subsequent decades, the
marketing discipline has become more and more customer-oriented. Typical procedure First, enterprises
identify the public places where the campaign can be developed such as beaches, cultural events, close to
schools, sporting events and recreation areas for children. For example, Sony invests on joining promoters and
tells them that they have to infiltrate in public meetings. Examples There are various organizations who have
implemented the guerrilla and street marketing strategies. The book describes hundreds of "guerrilla marketing
weapons" in use at the time. Thus, we suggest a conceptual framework and an agenda for further research.
One example is the Las Vegas tourism board. Guerrilla marketers need to be creative in devising
unconventional methods of promotion to maintain the public's interest in a product or service. Other website
methods include interesting web features such as engaging landing pages. A seemingly normal vending
machine surprised students by dispensing items that were more than they bargained for. The book appeared
during the corporate crisis in the US, when the competitive situation had become tough because of numerous
foundations of SME.


